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Athletic Activity Cards
may be obta"ined at University ·Photo Service, 1820 La~
Lomas Rd. NE, today
through Fr~day", Sept. 3, 9
a.m.-3p.m.
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Chern t>epart.m~nt
Covered by UN M
In $6342 Burglary
"
"
By LyodaSparber
The University will apparently have to bear the burden of covering
the loss from last week's chemistry department burglary unless the
$6342 stolen is recovered.
'
Nathaniel Wollman, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, said,
"Normally the University is a self-insurer and resources are made
available to the·departments to replace what is stolen."
"S~lf-insuring" means the University, instead of paying insurance
premmms to cover theft, sets the money aside. Wollman said this
method has proved cheaper than paying premiums and covering
deductibles.
The money will come from unallocated funds and should not affect
any other department's budget. Wollman said the chemistry department "may or may not~' get a full reimbursement.
The money was supposed to have been turned in to the cashier's office when it exceeded $100, but was kept in a storage-cabinet safe.
Wo!Jman said AI Schnoebelen was initially responsible for the money,
but. Chemistry Chairman Dr. Guido Daub bore the ultimate responsibility.
Schnoebelen said the money was collected for .breakage fees by the
department to save students a long wait in line at the cashier's office.
The School of Pharmacy previously offered their students the same
convenience up until two years ago. Pharmacy had a couple of small
thefts and turned the fee collection over to the cashier's office to avoid
losing a larger sum.
Dr. Daub is out of town and therefore not available for comment on
possible action the chemistry department may take to lessen future
risks.
Campus police said the $6342 theft occurred between 5 p.m. Wednesday and 8 a.m. Thursday of last week. Two thousand dollars in
checks was not taken from the safe.

Hydrogen Could Be
New Energy SOurce
By Bill Wooten ·
The day may come when the
average citizen will be using
hydrogen to heat his home and
industry will use it to power its
plants, said Dr. Kenneth Cox,
associate professor of chemistry
and nuclear engineering, in a
lecture yesterday.
There is no doubt that fossil fuels
will one day become extinct and
there is research underway to
alternative
energy
develop
resources, he said. Through a
thermochemical process being
developed by scientists, heat and
chemical reactions will be utilized
to split water into hydrogen and
oxygen. Heat will come from solar
energy gathered by solar panels and
will drive the chemical reaction to
produce hydrogen, Cox said.
"Hydrogen is a renewable
resource and thought to be the best
medium (energy carrier) for energy
transfer," Cox said. "When you
break water up you get hydrogen
and oxygen and when you burn
hydrogen you get back water. And
there's a lot of water around," he
said.
The efficiency rate for hydrogen
is promising. "We found a promise
of .50 per cent energy output from
this method compared to only 35
per cent from electrolysis," Cox
said. Electrolysis is the simple
method of passing electricity
through water to obtain hydrogen
and oxygen. ''Electrolysis is
inefficient because you need
electricity, which in turn cuts down
your total energy output because
you need to take some of it to make
the electricity," Cox said. "With
the thermochemical process you
have an unlimited energy source in
the sun," he said.
One
prob.lem
with
the
thermochemical process is the
prohibitive cost of capital outlay to
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obtain it. Solar cells are used to
gather the sunlight, with a panel
capable of generating 1.5 watts of
electricity costing about $50. "If
you're thinking about constructing
a facility with 60 or more watts of
power you're talking about a lot of
money," Cox said.
Hydrogen has a greater energy
density than gasoline. One pound
of hydrogen produces more than
three times as much energy as one
nound of gasoline, Cox said. "But
(Continued on page 7)
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Students take advantage of the bicycle registration sponsored b v the campus police
and fraternities. -

Escorts, Engraving Urged .

Programs Fight Crime
By .Elizabeth Budd
The UNM police department is
expanding its preventive crime
programs with increased public
education, escort service and
bicyr;le registration in an effort to
decrease campus crime, said Police
Director Berry Cox.
"The majority of crimes are
crimes of opportunity because of
carelessness and lack of awareness.
We can cut these types of crimes
with these programs." Cox said.
Until Friday the bicycle
registration will continue on the
main campus. Today the table will
be at the west end of Ortega Hall,
near the bike rack at the end of Yale
Ave.
"We can't guarantee this
registration will keep any bicycle
·from getting stolen, but it will
greatly increase the chance of
recovery," said Officer R. Van
Reeth, who is conducting
registration.
Giblin said the bike identification
program is a joint effort between
-the campus police and some of the
fraternities. On Monday, 183 bikes
'were processed and another 176

bikes were processed Tuesday.
Giblin said 800 bikes may be
stamped by the end of this week.
The owner's social security
number is stamped onto the bicycle
frame. "This rearranges the
molecule structure of the frame,"
said Officer Paul Giblin. "This is
better than engraving because it can
be,raised again with chemicals if the
thief tries to f!Ie it off."

Lt. Alex Roybal of the UNM police said they have
engravers in their offices on campus. Students can
bring in their property between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m .• and
officers will engrave it for them. They will have the
stu~ents fill out two cards-one for the Albuquerque
Pollee Dept. Operation Identification file and one for
UNM's file.

The owner must also fill out three
-information cards to be filed with
the city and cross-filed in the UNM
police department.
The card filed with the city will
be fed into the computer of the
National Crime Information
Center.
Giblin said one student who had

Mondale To Visit Sept. 7
By Dolores Wood
Vice-presidential candidate Walter. Mondale will
be coming to Albuquerque Tuesday, Sept. 7 for a
rally and a fund-raising dinner, Ben Alexander, the
Carter-Mondale campaign coordinator for New
Mexico, announced in a press conference yesterday.

Lobo Photo

Ben Alexander

Mondale will arrive in Albuquerque at 4:30 p.m.
for a three-hour visit. At 5:30p.m. he will attend a
fund-raising reception in the ballroom of the
Albuquerque Convention Center. After the reception, Mondale will speak at a 7 p.m. rally for the
general J?Ublic in the Kiva Auditorium of the Convention Center. He will leave Albuquerque at 8
p.m.
'rickets for the fund-raising reception cost $50
stag or $50 per couple. The proceeds will go to the
New Mexico Democratic Party, Alexander said.
He said he was not sure whether Carter would
be coming to New Mexico. "When you hear me say
Jimmy.Carter is coming, you'll know," he said. "I
don't kn·ow for Sldl'e, hut I expect a visit."
Before Mondale's visit, Carter's daughter-inlaw, Judy, will be in the Fiesta parade in Santa Fe.
Gov. Jerry Apodaca and former-Gov. Bruce
King have been named honorary co-chairmen of
the steering committee of the Carter for President
campaign in New Mexico, Alexander said.
Although Apodaca and King "might even be considered political rivals," Alexander said, they consented to work together "because of the con1mon
commitment both felt" to Carter.
In addition to the steering committee, Alexander. sa.id there woul.d be an exeautive committee to
serve in an ·advisory capacity .to the campaign
staff. The executive committee is to be headed by
Ed Romero, Democratic chairman of Bernalillo
County.
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his bike stolen on the University
took his own initiative to follow up
a tip that his bike was in a northeast
Albuquerque pawn shop.
Giblin said the student identified
the serial numbers of his bike and a
friend's with police. The APD,
using the NClC computer, also
discovered that another bike was
stolen. Its origina1 owner lived in
Norfolk, Va.
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Bicycle owners are also
encouraged to park in the area
located on the west side of Carlisle
Gym, "Because of the fenced-in
area
and
better
security
protection," added Reeth.
Other preventive programs
include the escort service developed
after concern over rape statistics
poor
outdoor-lighting
and
conditions on campus.
Male and female teams are
available to escort concerned
persons within campus boundaries
between 7 p.m. and 12 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday and from 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m. Friday and Saturday, Cox
said. Teams are available by calling
the Campus Police Department,
277-2241.

Correction
The LOBO regrets the
scrambling of a paragraph in'
yesterday's SUB food service
story. The second paragraph
should have read:
"The written warning that
was issued to the Casa del Sol
stated that all areas which
were in violation of the Environmental Health Department Sanitation Ordinance
should be corrected within 10
days after the date of in. "
spec t Ion.
All areas of the establishment were not in violation.
The Casa del Sol received 26
out of a possible 30 demerits
bef re potential closure.
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Right-to-Die Bill Passes
SACRAMENTO,

Calif.

physicians,

through

a

REE
Posh Bagel

signed

accept Senate l!IIlendments.
The legislation, opposed by prodie bill for tenninally ill patients sustaining equipment if the, life groups, was prompted by the
., ·won final legislative passage procedures served no purpose but highly publicized case of Karen
U: Monday and was sent to Gov. to prolong artificially the moment Ann Quinlan in New Jersey and
of death.
] Edmund G. Brown Jr.
sparked emotional debate on who
The
measure
was
sent
to
Brown
controls the fate of the hopelessly
',3 The bill would allow terminally
>. ill adult patients to order their on a 43-25 vote by the assembly to ill.
Quinlan ·was kept on a respirator
~~~~~~~==~==~~~~~~~
o·
for 13 months after she went into a
coma. The New Jersey Supreme
Court ruled in support of her
parents' desire to disconnect
artificial lung, heart and kidney
machines.
She now is breathing on her own
at a nursing home.
The governor has not taken a
public stand on the measure, but his
chief health adviser says he has
"problems" with the bill.
Under the measure, the "living
. will' would have to be signed with
two witnesses present, none of
whom could be a relative or a
doctor. The attending physician
could not be held liable for the
death.
Insurance companies could not
classify such deaths as suicide for
the purpose of denying life
insurance payments.

S (UP I)-The nation's first right-to "living will", to disconnect life-
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Call now for a free hair analysis, consultation
and sketch of what your hair will look like.
Loi·La·Pa·L~o·Za
1317 South Solano

Hair Design

107 Girard S.E.
842-8565

Las Cruces
1419 Central N.E.

lllOO Candelaria N.E.

243-1746

293c2929

123 East Marcy
982-1807
Santa Fe

Women's Rugby Team practice Tues. and
Thurs. at 6:30 p.m. at Johnson Gym field. New
people welcome.
Las Campanas will hold their first meeting
Wed., Sept, 1, at Roger Thompson's house, 7213
Ottawa NE, at 6:30 p.m. If you need a ride call
Toni Fowler at 277-3571, Anna Durttnd at 8771173, Sandy Barnhart at 277-4073 or Roger Thorn·
pson at 881·8876.
K_lva Club ~ill meet 7 p.m., Wed., Sept. 1 at the
Nabve Amer1can Studies Center. Discussion will
deal with acceptance of budget allocatio ns and
other topics, Speakers will include Delfin Lovato
AU-Indian Pueblo C?uncil chairman, Puebl~
governors and National Indian Education
representatives. A pot·luck supper will precede
tbe meeting at 5:30. Thos~ wishing to contribute
to the dinner should contact Rich or Agnes at 277·

Relax
Your I. D.
Covers

3917 or 277-3918.

CONTACTS?

Bring your R11, or just come by ... We ..,ao
d••n
poll•h, all 110lution• ...

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to Casey Re~tall Drug)

4312 Lomas at Washington

By United

Pr~ss

International

Island Volcano Erupts
POINTE-A-PITRE, Guadeloupe-La Soufriere volcano erupted Monday in a shower of rocks, mud and ashes that slightly injured five scientists at the 4,900-foot mountain's summit.
The volcano shook the ground for 15 miles around in a 10minute tremor before its brief eruption, which pitched boulders ·
down the slopes and spewed rivers of mud from new cracks in the
peak.
A column of black smoke and volcanic ash that rose above the
fuming crater was visible throughout this French Caribbean
island.
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. WASHINGTON-The US Postal Service said Monday it has
f~nally .caught up legally with a chain-letter scheme for the first
time smce the letters started their rounds in the Depression
years of the 1930s.
Tht; service believes chain letters which involve cash or
anythmg of value are outlawed by the 1868 Federal Lottery
Statute, a spokesman said, but they have been difficult to
prosecute because most "chains" are informally organized and involve small sums of money.
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HASH MASH VUM VUM .. $1.85
PQ$1. tUil8 :;alad antl ch~""'

TOMORROW'S INDIGESTION., .S1,65
(it you eon eat~~~. we'lll!iw. you a haU

doan <:~I 1nothu of your 'holcel

ew

MOO JUICE AGED 60 DAVS.,S1.5S

f'o:lll.
salad, s.laml,
cream ch~ese

RUBBER BABY BUGGY BUMPER •• 51,76

Posh and corntd bCI!'f

Ij

SMOKERS OllEA.M,.,,.,$1,85
Pot luck,lonlv the cuner knoM lor sur~ I
pleaJC don't oslo; b!tfore you eat.

\\....
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For take out and quick
Pick-Up orders

JUMP.ING JELLY IIEANS .. ,$1.65
lit may still be ativrl

o.~Cl

~\ ~

Potato Salad .
.
• 3Sc
· Cole Slaw.,.. . . • .
•. 35c
Mac.Jronl Salad..
. 35<:
AJ>IekloforaN•ckle 1Sc

D1Ctfr'1 Sp01:1als
·. ·-;~·-:. -,_.:.: 1•1 you're on a d•el you 5hooldn't bu hcrotn tire f1rst placv,- '"'"" .. c·'ii.?
·. ·. :-. •
Crcumy cheescok~ . • . . . . • 75c
Apple Strud~l .
. . . . . 6!>c:
·.. :.·.,:·:_-.-._,,._,_Jumbo Choco!~lc Chlfl Cook to. 401:
· '· .....=:· .•. Browme~ , ,
401:

II

I

on the ~ltiQ

265-5986

""'-~zmz~~

!

I

lour manager ~arne.. with this c.na tree)
Plut~r oltu~a. shr1mp or chicken !Iliad,
Wi1h e119sal1d andr.ol& "aw and a Post~

In a rush? Call us at

l'olh •nd prhna roast bettl

mo, 25c,, med, 351:, ,lrg. 4&;

I ,

1

THE ALBATROSS.,,.,$1.11!1
P11sh, torned bcolandcheese

Coke, Tab, Sprite, AootOOer, Ice-d TN
Moo Julel! (biPCk Dr white),., 40c:
HotTea.,,.,,,,,, •••••••• 20<:

I

i

...... , ..•••

~~ Slurpcrs~

l

liver and

SECRETARY'S OELIGHT,.:SVl5
••• ",\-:>:.';\•

PILGRIM.,, .,,,,, .. ,,,,$1.65
!s.v "thankti" alter you eat it)
Po$11, tl.llkey ~nd cheesa

~hgpped

CANIIIIIlAL'S DEliGHT,,, $1,95
lh may br ~mecm~ vo~ know)
f'cosl1, bri1ket, tyr~~ ~:u:l postr4mt

SHE SELLS SEA SHELLS,, .:51,75
Posh and ~hrimP salad

Po5h and b-rlslcet
CHICKEN SHinT MASH WITH SAWDUST'' $1.65
Posh and chofllled liver

....
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GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

7:00a.m. - 10:00a.m

2

PIECES CRISPY GOLDEN
FRIED CHICKEN
1 DINNER ROLL
COLE SLAW OR POTATO SALAD
OR FRENCH FRIES
SOFT DRINK & JALAPENO

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I. D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank-by-Mail with postage paid· both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
This OHer Includes:
• Facility, StaH, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BL.VD.
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)- ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00

CITIZENS BANK ~
OF ALBUI3UERI3UE

'-.LJ

Phone 298-8777

FDIE
Mr.MDE.R 0~ fUIC

~.l> .,...~.---------------------------~~

There's Nothing Better Than a Hot
To~sted

i

J'i

h
Ir

TRY OUR NEW DRIVE-UP WINDOW
DISCOVER THE CONVENIENCE, QUALITY AND
GOODNESS OF GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN -

At the Posh- Try The Inflation Bagel!

1830 LOMAS BLVD. N.E.

We're Directly Across From Yale Park Next To The Guitar Shop.

(BETWEEN UNIVERSITY AND YALE)
HOURS:
11AM TO 10PM SUN. THRU THURS.
PHONE¢ 2.42-2181

0

Bagel With Melted Butter

On It ·For Breakfast.:.... Especially for 35¢

·'•

.I

0

'

..

(Offer Good Through The Month of September)

I

FORA
LIMITED
TIME

REGULAR $1.34VALUE-NOW

.

•••

,,
'

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF A NEW
LOCATION CONVENIENT TO THE CAMPUS

.- ...

OINK AND MOO,,., .. ,!!1.75
Pilsh, flam Md chel>$e

MV YIDISHA MAMA,,..,.$1.75

LOS ANG~LES-:- William Harris angrily assailed the judge
and a pro~atwn officer at. the sentencing session at his kidnaprobbery trml Monday, yelhng that they should sit together on the
judicial bench.
Last-minute motions by the defense for a mistrial and a squabble over the probation report delayed until Tuesday Superior
Court Judge Mark Brandler's handing down sentence for Harris
and his wife, Emily, for their part in a 1974 shooting incident also
involving Patricia Hearst.
The Harrises face possible sentences ranging from probation to
five-years-to-life terms.

CITIZENS BANK.

<~,

SLICED OIN)( ............ $1.65
Po1h and succulent ham

turkey

SLA Sentencing Delayed

at

2500 Louisiana, NE
. 2901. Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

PoY!, i>i!larm ~nd cheow

Po'-'! ond choe~. vo;mr dtoice • Amerkao
Swill!, Provalone, Mauarella

For take out and quick
Pick-Up orders.

PHONY MOO • , , ••• $1,65

Poth, botognf and ch""~
TALK TO ME SIDEWAVS.,$1

HASH MASH,,,,,,,,,,,,S1.75

265-5986

{.

GASPACHO ... ,., ... $1,75

l'oilt and tuN wtad

In a Rush?' Call us at

··'··:~~~i-..

Pllsh and fN51raml

FEATI-IER IN MY CAP,,.,$1,55

Carnival Air Turns Foul

FREE CHECKING

3 Full Service Banks

$1(.Y IS FALLING ..... $1.76
Posh ;nd ~hioken .alad
PO$/l al)d

'····?;li~

_ INFLATION POSH.'.',, •• , ::15c_
hu•t pretend thero'S oomethmg on the mrddlt)

.,!/;'f·'·
HEALTH SPA SPECIAL •••• 751:
.11' CROWNED POSH • , , , 55c Po$11, reuuce and tom~to
Po5handtreamcheese
SMEUINGTON,., ••• ,,,,.$ 1•55
7 ·
ALMOST" CHICKEN,,, ,S1.55
(plmebtiog yo~r own mouthwash)
~;/'
Posh and ew s.:tlad
PIWJ and $8lamt

Chain-Letter Link Cut

LONDON-A two-day Caribbean calypso carnival staged by
West Indian immigrants in London's Notting Hill area turned into a bloody riot Monday, injuring more than 100 persons.
Police said 45 persons were arrested and 40 policemen and one
policewoman were hospitalized for treatment, mostly for head injuries.
Two of the policemen were believed to have been seriously injured.
One report said the riot started when police arrested a pickpocket and a gang of black youths tried to free him.
It quickly turned into running battles with police as young
blacks went on an orgy of destruction, overturning cars
smashing shop windows and attacking lone white persons tryin~
to flee the scene. At least one car was set ablaze. .
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221fl Central· S.E .

265-5986
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Letter~

Daily LOBO

By Rebekah Szymanski
A utility tax-reform project
sponsored by the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
(NMPIRG) on a problems-course
basis this fall is now available for
registration through Friday,
Sept. 3.

Editorial

0

~

Perspective

PIRG Tax Project Offers Credit

Editorials
Opinions

Freshmen Flunk-Outs

'@ · University administrators have been given a controversial
~ proposal to stop the high freshman flunk-out rate at UNM. This

. Students may sign up at the
NMPIRG office on 107C Cornell
or call 277-5757 for more
information.
Credit for the work will be
arranged with a UNM professor by
members of PIRG. From one to
four hours of credit are available,
depending on what the student and.
the professo! arrange.

.~

proposal calls for the elimination of entrance requirements and four
~ separate courses of instruction for freshmen based on their ACT
:g scores.
i>:
This proposal was prompted by the fact that ACT scores of enal
tering freshmen have fallen over the past ten years. The four levels
"<~' of instruction for freshmen would include normal college-level
~ courses, remedial education courses and an honors program.
Tony Hillerman, assistant to President Davis, said, "By accepting
this plan, we would be telling the legislature that the high schools
have failed, and it is now up to the University to educate these
people."
We feel the University should not be forced into doing thi3 high
schools' job. The high schools should not be allowed to continue
botching their job of educating students.
The high schools need to reassess what they are supposed to be
doing with students. High school administrators and local boards
of education should make and implement plans in a conscientious
manner.

z

p::

This University is being put upon. Because the problem exists, it
exploits our administrators who are attempting to solve the
problem, but it is the fault of poorly run local high schools that
UNM administrators are placed in this role.
We urge school boards across the state to examine their consciences. They must see that it is unfair to burden the universities
with their mistakes.
We urge students and families across the state to write their
local school boards, asking them to improve the quality of
education offered in high schools.
This University could expand and change to accept the students
who are the product of incomplete educations, but it would be a
gross waste of University allocations and would perpetuate high
schools' failures.
:wmmrumuu muuumum11umuumr Letters nuuummmmmu•u•nrum•mnnmunn

Mary Hartman: Find Gold
When & Where
You Can
Editor:
soaps, most of which, I will adRe: Orlando \Emeritus, my
foot) Medina's diatribe in
yesterday's LOBO (8/31/76).
Orlando, you cad! I've been
typing (and enjoying) your
writing for over a year now; I
never dreamed we would come
to a parting of the ways over
Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman.
I disagree with you on at least
one point-there must be more
than two types of TV critic,
some point of moderation between "snob" and "slob" -as
much as I hate to think of
myself as an intellectual, I prefer
to think I fall into this third
category. What with my
chronically insane work/school
schedule, my TV-viewing hours
are severely limited; thus, I must
find gold where I can, and
currently MHMH is the light of
my life.
The show has been called a
spoof of the usual day-time

mit, are dreadful. However, I
think the show has outdone itself; the high quality of the
writing, direction, and acting (I
adore Louise Lasser!) puts the
show on a higher plane than
even its creators had anticipated.
I also don't understand what
you have against the PBS offerings in the Masterpiece
Theatre genre. Few people can
digest a novel in one gulp; that a
drama is presented in segments
does not qualify it as a soap
opera. George Sand (of
Notorious Woman) was involved romantically with many
people during her lifetime, but
surely this is more true-to-life
than the "musical beds" they
play on General Hospital.
Let me just say, in closing,
that I'll type 'em, I don't have to
like 'em.
Harriet the Harried Typesetter

The work will consist of
analyzing proposed reforms,
preparing public statements and
possibly appearing before a
government committee.
The New Mexico Legislature and
the Public Service Commission
have been considering various

~.:

Satire
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A Sport for Bureaucrats, Autocrats
used to be called testing the
true faith. Now it's called torture.
PRACTITIONERS
SAY.
anybody can play-regardless
of race, creed, color, religion,
national origin or sex. It has its
own heroes; its own hall of
fame. The Cotton Mather Hall
of Fame inc.ludes such notables
as the ·Marquis de Sade,
Torquemada, Hermann Goering
and such recent additions as ldi
Amin, Gen. Pinochet and Parris
Island Dl's.
Sports entrepreneurs can rest
assured that the standard
behemoth cash outlay usually
needed to construct mammoth
stadiums 'is not a basic
requirement to a successful torture team. To the contrary,
small dark rooms with a video
system is de rigeur. Simulcasts
in
stereo,
say
torture
aficionados, are truly an
"ultimate experience."
HOWEVER, ONE Chilean
sergeant, called by his teammates "Sgt. Sacatudedo," said
when electrodes are employed,
quadraphonic "is the only way
to go."
Sgt. Sacatudedo also said
torture has "left the dark ages
and entered a new age of
modern technology.
"Gone are the days of fists
and bamboo strips under the

OON'ree
GOO H/3/.P Sc:A!<Ea SIR.
ME! CJIIN&Se
IJS&
Nft/J/.£

70RJ7JRI3!

l

"" I I I [)IPP&O

TRIJST YOUR
SIJR6t()N, SIR!

INWHAT?!/ J/fi CfRES!

\

fingernails. Gone are the
grueling days of questioning.
Electronics and drugs are here
to stay.
"We don't bother with the
bamboo strips any more-we
just remove the finger."
SGT. SACATUDEDO said
"Veg-A-Matics" are highly
marketable items, as are John
Denver records, modified joybuzzers, summer trips to
Philadelphia, "Family Affair" re-

Board

Unsigned editOrials ·represent a
majority opinion of !he Daily Lobo
StaH. All other columns, cartoons
· '\nd leuers represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the YICWs of the staff.

Editor-in-Chief·
Susan Walton

Come and play US National Chess Master Spencer Lucas at 7 p.m., Thurs., Sept. 2 in Rm. 231 BC,

SUB. The exhibition is free and open to everyone,
Attention all Native American Students;
Deadline for applying for the Kiva Club Scholar·
ship is Sept. 10, Contact Rich at 277-3917 ~
The Int:..<strial Education Program has opened
an additional section of Machine Woodworking (IE
110·002) to meet Tues. and Thurs., 4:30-7 p,m. and
Welding (IE 285·400) to meet Mon. and Wed. ai
5:30-8 p.m. Interested students should call the In·
dustrial Education office at Mesa Vista, Rm 3025,
Phone 277-4131.
Attention Graduate Students: Interested in
getting a job? Register now with Career Services,
Mesa Vista, Rm. 2131.
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All graduate and undergraduate students:
please leave your name, address and phone num·
ber with the department secretary at Mesa Vista
Hall 3100. We are attempting to compile a more
complete listing of our students.

present the results of this project in
a class next spring.
He said that without the
additional input from students,
"there is every chance that any
consumer reforms which do get
proposed would be undercut by
lobbying from the utilities."

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

Sports Editor
'Tim Gallagher.
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Appearing
Triangle Lounge
Tonight Thru
Sunday
9-1:45

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

Hunter Thompson

DAILY LOBO
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September 2-8:00 p.m. Popejoy
National Affairs Editor of "Rolling Stones'
Author of "'Hell's Angel'S", Fear and Loathing
in Las Vegas", Fear and Loathing: On the Campaign
Traill972."
Famous Doonesbury Character "The Duke"
Tickets at: SUB BoxOffice for Student Discount &
Gold Street Cirus & Natural Sound No. 2 on Menaul
Admission $3.00·General Public, $1.50 Students
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"This is where the latest in
our fine line of social icebreakers is kept," he said.

We take off • , and put on
lots ofextras everywhere we fly.

He opened the door and there
was a mock television-stage set
with
two
desks,
replete
teleprompter and television
camera. Sacadudedo said that
this would be the most fiendish
coup of his career and would involve the slow torture of a
countless number of innocent
people,
HE KEPT grinning and it was
hard to understand what
ghoulish undertakings he had in
mind. But, as he closed the
door, all one could view on the
two desks were a sack of freshroasted peanuts on one; on the
other desk was a oncemunched tamale husk.

..

Whenever you take off on Continental, we'll
take off 28% from the cost of a regular roundtrip Coach ticket to all our mainland cities with
our Economy Excursion Fare. It's a great
way to keep your money in your pocket.
Then sit back and watch Continental put
onashow.
·
We've put the Pub on our wide-bodied
DC-10's, with electronic PubPong games and free
popcorn. Plus exclusive specially condensed
double feature films, old-time newsreels and your
favorite animated cartoons. You can also put
on the feedbag for only a dollar with our
Good. Times Snacks.

On our spacious, wide-look 727's you can put
on your headset and enjoy the free stereo
entertainment. There's overhead storage plus
a middle seat in Coach and Economy that
folds down when unoccupied so you can relax or
spread out the books.
Call Continental or your Travel Agent and
ask for our 28% Economy Excursion Fare.
Continemal will provide infonnation regarding specific flights and number of
seals available.
Purchase),'our ticket _at least 14 days prior to departure, and stay 7 to 30 days.
Our 28 ~discount applies £rom September 16, 1976 to January 31. 1m.
Fares and savings subject to change without notice. The Coach Pub is available

on all Continental DC·lD's excluding Hawaii through service.

We really move our tail for. you.

;Advertising Manager.

CONTINENTAL

Harry Chapman
Copy Edjtor
Karen Moses ' Ken W_alston
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New Mexico

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and weekly during the
summer Session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 ror th$! academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily I.obo are those of the
author solely. Unsigl'lcd opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. NothinFJ'
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily
represents the views ot the Unlversity o!New
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The New Mexico legislature will consider
several area!l of utility reform this year, NMPIRG
will nssist and coordinate students wishing to
have an input into utility reform. Ca11277·2757 or
stop I:Jy 107C Cornell.

No.9
Vol. 81
Box 20~ University P .0 ., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202.
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The Proud Bird with the Golden Tail.

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt
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Sacatudedo chuckled and
motioned toward a locked door
behind him.
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runs, video tapes of Billy
Graham-and the new "easyopen" Coors cans.

The world of torture is like
fishing--to get the victim on the
hook, you have to be careful
with debate.

Editorial

.
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RECENTLY IN the news,
Americans
have
been
discovering a new and exciting
contact sport long popular in
numerous parts of the "free"
world. This peculiar sport is a
third-world form of football,
mumblety-peg
and
biofeedback. Any number of
people "of any age can participate and due to its
uniqueness, it is rapidly gaining
popularity among bureaucrats,
autocrats and common-folk.
Equipment ranges from bare
basics to the extravagant-and
investment in such equipment
can cost nothing or can soar upward in the thousands of
dollars.
POPULARITY IN the U.S. is
increasing at such a fast clip
that, naturally, commercial
markets have become interested. Rumor has it that one
of the television networks plans
to sign dethroned game-show
host Monty Hall to host a new
game show called ''You'd Better Make A Deal." Industry officials also confide that Milton
Bradley plans to design a new
children's game-an advanced
version of "Twister."
What is this new sport that's
shocking the nation; that's putting more punch in people's
lives; that's current-ly electrifying young and old alike? It

Attention Student
0 rganizations!

':;
,H.,

By Orlando Medina and Matt Mygatt
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Deadline for r~chartering student organizations
is Sept. 17. For further information call the
Student Activities Center at 277-4706.
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by Garry Trudeau
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and digging into materials available
through PIRG or at the libraries on
campus, students will be able to
present evidence to the legislature
which has not been included up
until now," said Rudy Martinez,
student spokesperson for PIRG.
Martinez said PIRG hoped to
Meeting of the ASUNM Finance Committee at 2
p.m., Thurs., Sept. 2 in Rm. 230 SUB. Public is in·
vi ted,

_ _ _ _ _ !!~!: _ _ _
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reforms regarding the rate and tax·
structure of gas and electric
companies. Many of the proposed
reforms are already contained in a
draft ·report that has been
submitted to the Legislative Energy
Committee.
"Working with this draft report,
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Schmitt Challenges Montoya,_to De.bat~
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next few weeks" in Albuquerque,
By Robert R. Lee
Republican U.S.
senatorial- and others are planned for Las
candidate Harrison (Jack) Schmitt Cruces, Santa Fe, Roswell and
formally challenged incumbent Farmington.
Democratic Sen. Joseph Montoya
Schmitt also said that these
to a series of public debates.
would not be debates in the classical
Schmitt made the challooge at a academic sense, but rather ·there·press
conference
at
his "will be fair opportunity for
Albuquerque
campaign rebuttal on both sides." Schmitt
headquarters, Monday.
said further a debate format is the
Schmitt said, "I have specifically best way to present the candidates'
challenged the incumbent senator stands on the issues to the people.
to a debate, or a series of debates,
Schmitt said the debates will
to be televised, if at all possible."
involve both national and regional
Schmitt said the first of the matters-such as energy in
debates sJ:!quldbe hel(j "during th_e Farmington, the state economy in
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the northern counties and the use of
federal lands in southern New
Mexico.
Schmitt also said if television
coverage of the debates could not
be arranged, he and Montoya
would hold a number of joint
appearances, but that these would
be "more like a joint-news
conference." These joint-news
conferences are planned for
Lovington,
Espanola
and
Farmington.
David Hamilton, Montoya's
campaign manager, said he has not
talked to Montoya about the
possibility of televised debates.
"There was a debate Sunday and
there are two more scheduled. I,
myself, can't quite understand what
he (Schmitt) wants," Hamilton
said.
Asked if he would lose votes to
Malcom Dillon, recently certified
American Independent Party
senatorial candidate, Schmitt said,
"I don't think so-the focus is so
much on myself and Sen·.
Montoya-I'll lose only token
conservative votes to Dillon."

attractiveness and charm
survey told Norman and Getts that
qualities associated with youth, the she refused to list her age because
authors pointed out. In recent years "judgments could too easily to
more women have embarked on made on the basis of age, namely
professional careers and many have that I am too young to possess the
urged that women be valued more · qualifications and competence that
for their achievements than for I feel I have."
their appearances. The women
Women members of the
psychologists may be caught
American
Psychological
between these two value systems, Association are "significantly
with some adhering to the older" than their male colleagues,
traditional standards, Norman and according to the 1973 survey, and
Getts suggested.
many received bachelor's degrees
In both 1948 and 1973 the women later than men. In addition,_ most
who did not list their birth dates women who concealed their ages
were polled; for those who still are older than those who revealed
declined, age was estimated on the them. Both findings "may be
basis of ' the year in which the reflective of struggles to raise
bachelor's degree was earned.
families and pursue professional
careers at the same time" -further
"In 1948 there is a regular rise (in evidence of role conflict, the article
concealment) from a negligible pointed out.
amount (among women in their
20s) to more than one in five in the
"Perhaps concealment is also
60s," the article said. "In 1973, by defensive in light of the
contrast, there is initially quite high significantly younger ages of men,"
youthful concealment, peaking at the article said. "It is interesting
middle age. The oldest age group is that this defensiveness may take the
about where it was 25 years ago."
form of 'identification with the
One respondent to the 1973 aggressor,' for it is men generally
who demand younger women.
Certainly the disadvantage is great
for our women in a youthworshipping society."
Of the 90 women who refused to
state their birth dates in 1973, the
largest number - 28 - were in
their 40s; they made up 28.1 per
cent of all female members of that
age group.
Women psychologists in the
Northeast and Southern states were
more likely to conceal their ages
· than women in the Midwest and
West, the study showed.

more for your money!
0 2906 MAY'76 M.P• .59
m

And when we say more, we mean more! In fact,
when you pttl your money into one of our many
savings plans, you'll earn the highest interest
rates allowed by law! And if you invest in one
of our long term savings certificates, you'll sec
even bigger percentages! Don't delay. Come in
and find the savings plan to fit your needs today.

.Convenient Hours
9:00am to 4:00pm Mon Thru Thur.
9:00am to 5:00 pm Fri.
Central at Girard, 2828 Central SE

268-3361
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hydrogen would have to be used
captively, meaning it would be used
to initiate other processes to run
industries and heat homes," he
said.
Cox mentioned one man in Utah
who uses metal to produce
hydrogen which was burned to run
his car. "The problem is that he
needs 200 pounds of metal to react
with two pounds of hydrogen,"
Cox said.

See the Albuquerque Dukes take on the
Salt Lc;tke City Gulls and get a 12 ounce cup of

beer for only 25¢
ADMISSION TO THE GAME IS ONLY $1.00

Toyota- Datsun
Porsche- VW

Another
problem
with
hydrogen is that when in its
liquid state it must be stored in
insulated pipes and containers
due to its extremely low temperature, which is just above ab·
solute zero. "The liquid hydrogen
would take up to three to four
times as much space as gasoline,"
Cox said. ·

Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop

New Mexico Gov. Jerry Apodaca
will be the guest speaker and
representatives from numerous
communities will attempt to recruit
college health career students here
Sept. 17 during "New Mexico
Health Day, 1976."
The governor, who will discuss
the health situation in New Mexico
during his address at 1 p.m., has
signed an official proclamation
naming Sept. 17 as State Health
Day. Sponsored by the Health
Sciences Center at UNM, the ailday event will be held at the Four
Seasons Motor Inn.
Health Day Co-Chairmen Dr.
Ben Daitz, UNM assistant
professor of family, community
and emergency medicine, and Dr.
Max Bennett, assistant to the vice
president for health sciences at
UNM, estimate that representatives
from at least 40 New Mexico towns
will have exhibits depicting what is
available locally for persons
entering medical fields. Emphasis is
placed upon all health professions
including
doctors,
dental
hygienists, nurses, pharmacists,
physical therapists, Jab technicians
and other allied health workers.
On hand to talk to college
students who are enrolled in health
fields
will
be community
representatives from Chambers of
Commerce as well as local medical
professionals-doctors, nurses, and
hospital adminis,trators.
"Especially benefitted by the
program are the communities with
unmet health needs,'' Dr. Bennett
,said. "The purpose of health day is
to help solve the problem of
geographical distribution of health
professionals by exposing students
to the many opportunities available
outside of Albuquerque."
Health Day activities will begin at
10 a.m. that day with welcoming
messages from Dr. Daitz and Dr.
Bennett. ·

Today's'
Special Event
12:00 Movie "Skinny Skiis" .
2:00 Movie "Kayak"

RIVERS

Friday Sept. 3,1976

2320
Central
Awe. S.E.
268·4876

7:30 pm Albuquerque Sports Stadium

Want to read faster? Tonight t:velyn
Wood Reading Dynamics is offering
free classes.
Come to a free class tonight, and
you'll be able to increase your readiog
and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school
can be. Join the milliors who've taken a
free speed reading lesson and doubled
their reading speed on the spot.
·With the same or better comprehen-.
sion.
Then, take what you've learned and
put it to use "TONIGHT to speed up your
reading and studying. TONIGHT.
Over three-quarters of a million
people from around the world have al-

... ., ' .
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10% Discount With This Ad

reaay turned to the Evelyn Wood reading
method.
These unique, copyrighted techniques are now taught in over 300 cities
throughout the world. Average course
graduates can do an hour's reading in
less than 15 minutes.
Read thousands of words in a minute -- that's pages in seconds, chapters
in minutes, and books in less than an
hour ...
Do you still read 200 to 300 words
a minute?
80 per cent of a college student's
time is spent reading. Isn't it about time
you made it easy on yourself?
Come to a free speed reading class
tonight. Only one hour-- and it could
save you hundreds of hours.

Come to a Free Speed Reading Lesson Today

6:00 or 8:00 p . m ..
Room250C

Student Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus

~ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Call 266-7322 • Student Tuition Plan A.ivi.alliiilaiiiib-le_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.

..

2935 Monte Vista NE 265-3681

Apodaca
To Speak
On Health

AND

(regularly $1.25)

PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENt
PARTS FOR

Cox warned that research in this
area is still in the exploratory stage .
"This is a very new technology,'' he
said. "Until practical engineering
difficulties can be solved, it's a far
way off. We still need to find a
feasible way to drive the chemical
plants by solar heat as well as
finding a way to store the'.
hydrogen."

Harrison (Jack) Schmitt

mportant
t
Director·y Information

... Energy
{Contintled from pnge ll

~-

The following information will be listed in the 1976-77 Student
Directory on each individuafUNiyl student
Name, Year Classification, College,
Local Phone Number, Local or Commuting
Address and City, Permanent Address, City
State, and Zip Co!J.e
·
lf:you do not want any or all of this information to be published, please
to the Student Activities Center, Second Floor, New Mexico Union
(SUB) before Septembe~ 7, and fill out the appropriate form
rec1uestir1g that your name deleted.

savings

by Garry Trudeau

------

Age Hidden by Female Psychologists
Quite a few women psychologists
don't want anyone to know how
old they are, two UNM researchers
have learned, and it may be because
of conflicts over society's
expectations.
Eighteen per cent of 500 women
members of the American
Psychological Association declined
to list their birth dates in the
association's 1973 membership
directory, according to an article in
the Journal of Psychology by UNM
Psychology Prof. Ralph Norman
and graduate student Ann P. Getts.
In a similar survey in 1948
Norman found that 8.9 per cent of
the association's female members
declined to reveal their ages. Less
than 1 per cent of the men
concealed their ages in 1948,
compared to 2.6 per cent who did
so in 1973.
"Concealment increase may not
be related as much to women's
liberation itself as to increased sexrole conflict over 25 years," the
article said.
Traditional expectations for
women place high value on physical

DOONESBURY
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~ Woody Allen's Life Story
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ffilke Royko

The ffindman's Own Words

~ Woody

a book, Without Feathers, which
includes a section of his notebook,
to "be published posthumously or
after his .death, which ever comes
first."
Allen spends a great deal of time
mean?"
Allen used to get thrown out of a sticking yamulka down the throats
of Mr. Freud, Mr. Kant, and the
lot of subway stations.
His latest collection of insanity is rest, but he also takes on a new
group of milk-sucking college
syncophants.
The student and professor of·
Irish literature (if such a thing
actually exists) are bludgeoned to
death as Allen takes their inane
Mateo NE/256-9190
excuses for a life dedicated to
tracing street maps of James
Joyce's Dublin and makes any.
study of W.B. Yeats all but
laughable. Let them eat rocks and
drown in stout.
The
product
of Allen's
imagination is Sean O'Shawn, "the
great Irish poet, considered by
many
to
be
the
most
incomprehensible and hence the
~~-.:.;,~~-
finest poet of his time." Allen, of
course, continues in this vein.
Allen's hallmark is the one liner
learned in New York nightclubs,
not the Henny Youngman type of
cruelty gone stale with age,
but... well read;

A/len/Without
U:, Feathers/ Warner Books $1.95
jl
Review by Mike Gallagher
j
Woody Allen. Say the name and
:>. people begin smiling and talking
~ about the insanity of his film
~ genius; Bananas, Sleeper, Love and
2 Death, and on down the line.
·~
His funny bone, so evident in the
~

theatre, was first nurtured in the
subway stations around Newkirk
Ave. and Nortrand Ave. in
Brooklyn where he used to ask the
token seller, "What does it all
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SUB Theatre
Film Guide

:I

By Miguel Gandert
Good News! The ASUNM Film Committee is home again. They're ·
back in the SUB theatre, complete with a face lift and a new entrance.
The theatre is located down the stairway on the south side of the
Student Union Building next to the elevator shaft, the one that looks
like a bell tower.
So those of you who .. were scared off last week by the prospect of
watching movies in the SUB ballroom, have no fear.
Starting the week off is The Illustrated Man, a movie based on
scienc:e-fiction writer ~ay Bradbury's collection of short stories. The
film, set in 1933, stars Rod Steiger as a carnival hand who wanders
through time and space seeking revenge on a woman who covered his
entire body with tattoos. Each of the tattoos illustrates a story,
leading into three of Bradbury's ironic looks into the future. The best
story in the film is "The Veldt," which tells of a futuristic playroom
where the children can -<:I:eate any environment they choose. Sciencefiction buffs should enjoy this film version of Bradbury's classic
collection.

Thursday night the theatre will show Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore. Ellen Burstyn plays a widow in this film about a woman and
the exploration of her new freedom. Her life changes with the death of
her husband. Left with no money, she sells her house in Socorro and
~ets off with her delinquent son to California. On the way, Alice works
m a r~staurant where she meets a lover, played by Kris Kristofferson.
The f1lm shows the growth of her relationship with Kristofferson and
·Should I marry W?
how
Alice deals with her new freedom and the hassles created by her
Not if she won't tell me the other
rowdy
son.
letters in her name.
Of all the wonders of nature, a
Friday and Saturday'night, the SUB will show The Exorcist. This
tree in summer is perhaps the most movie is based on the best-seller by William Peter Blatty. For those of
remarkable, with the possible who haven't read the book or seen the movie The Exorcist is a
exception of a moose singing shocking film about demonic possession. Linda Blair is excellent as
"Embraceable you" in spats.
the demon's victim. As always in battles against Satan, the Church
Or you can read his play "God" wrestles the demon till the end. The special effects in this movie make
·
with a sterling cast of characters it a real scary one.
including Hepatitis who wants to
Admission to the theatre, as always, is a dollar. The films will be
accept a Tony award on behalf of shown at 7 and 9 p.m.
David
Merrick;
Diabetes,
Trichinosis as Zeus, who has
trouble working his lightning
machinery and of course a Greek
Chorus. Fates also wander around
with dime-store gizmos.
Of course 30 people sitting in a
dormitory room with a few cases of
The Ramones/Sire SASD 7520
of the better lines include "Shoot
beer could write this book but they
Review by George Gesner
'em in the back now," "Beat on the
don't, so we have Woody Allen.
Punk rock is back and should be brat with a baseball bat," "They
kept as a memory. Out of the East both went down to Frisco, joined
there is an entity called Ramone the SLA," "now I wanna sniff
Brothers. Daddy Ramone raised some glue," and "sent to spy on a
four leather-jacketed rock 'n' Cuban talent show." Most of the
rollers and all we should look for is other lines are rejects from
improvement on future ventures.
elementary-grammar school.
The lyrics are so bad that they
come close to virtual comedy. Some
Bnt who cares about lyrics?

Punk Rock Fails

Invite you to wear your favorite or
"weirdest" sports outfit and join
us at the wildest party ever!!
CASH PRIZES!
RECORD ALBUMS
T-SHIRTS

THE WORLD'S
FAVORITE
BED-TIME
STORY
IS FINALLY
A BED-TIME
STORY ...

Music strikes my soul. Oh, that
hurts; the music I mean. Every song
is about two minutes long. You
shouldn't feel deprived by the
b~evity of the pieces because every
p1ece on the wax sounds like the
preceding number and the
following number. In fact they all
sound like rejects from the sixties.
For those who like to take the
good with the bad, buy a good
album to compliment this one. You
may never hear anything like this
again. Rate it F plus.

Best Costume
Dance Contests
Games:
"Broad" Jumping
11 Broad" Lifting
Shot Put (how many can
you put down?)
Drinking Marathon

From the creator of
Flesh Gordon,
Now
BILL OSCO's., .

Perhaps the best way to explain is
·:I to pull an ~xample from Royko.
'.;j' Royko viewed Marlon Branda in
' Last Tango in Paris. Royko found
i1 nothing great about the inovie other
than it was the story of a "slob,"
the kind of guy who cries at bars
and has a ruined life because he had
to go on a date with cow manure on
his shoes. While "reknowned"
critics
like
Pauline
Kael
r immortalized Last Tango in Paris,
J
Royko asked a simple question,
"Why didn't Branda wipe the
manure off his shoes before he went

Lesley Duncan/Moon Bathing/
MCA2207
1
Ueview by George Gesner
I say, she's pretty but can she
sing?
J
Lesley Duncan can sing and has
met success through the years with
her composing skills. You may
remember "Love Song" being a hit
i for Elton John and now being the
\
re-release from his live album.
Lesley Duncan sings with him on
that cut, probably because she
wrote it.
Duncan's vocal style ranges from
Reddy to Ross including folk, pop,
and disco. The title song satisfies
folk requirements but tends to get
lost as far as any melody is
concerned. Duncan plucks the
mandolin, Jim Ryan strums the
banjo, and Chnstopher Spedaki
tantalizes the bouzouki rounding
out the trio for this folk dance.
Chris Spedding, one of the best
session guitarists around and Jack
Bruce's lead man as well,
complements the first side of the
album. In fact, due to his presence,
this album shows some promise.
"Heaven Knows" is an easy
piece with fine slide work by
Spedding and lead work from
Ryan. "Rescue Me"
comes the

I
I

I
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closest to a mild rocker with the
album's producer Jimmy Horowitz
rocking on the electric piano.
"Pick Up the Phone" is blue
disco sounding like Diana Ross,
possibly to impress the singles
market. It tends to be too
commercial.
"Lady Step Lightly" is the best
cut. This ballad includes a nice jam
by Spedding to end the side.
Moon Bathing is saved and
therefore listenable due to the
presence of three fine musicians:
Horowitz, Ryan, and Spedding.
Duncan's strength is in her pen and
not on the stage. C.

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

POPEJOY HALL

Cultural Entertainment
Series 1976 .. 1977
Aman

Monday, September 20

Folk Singers, Dancers, Musicians

Equus

Monday, October 11

Thrilling Psycho-Drama-7 Tonys

Shenandoah

Thursday, October 28

Broadway Musical Hit

Polish Radio Symphony

Sunday, October 31

Great Music

Dimitri

Monday, November 17

·· Europe's most famous clown

A Little Night Music

Wednesday, November 17

Broadway Musical

Osipov Balalaika Orchestra

Monday, February 7

With Bolshoi Stars

Sherlock Holmes

Wednesday, February 23

London Broadway Hit

Eliot Feld Ballet

Saturday, February 26

The best in Dance

History of Jazz

Tuesday, March 1

Newport All-Stars

Love's Labours Lost

Sunday, March 13

Shakespeare Comedy

Are You Now

Sunday, April17

McCarthy's Hollywood Witch Hunt

Subscription Discounts - .Fac/Staff 400/o
UNM Students with Activity Cards- 750/o
W .C. Raids~ Humpty Dumptv

Cary Grant As The Mock Turtle
Gary Cooper As Tho Whits Knight

The Special "Mini Series

7:30 9:15

Starts Thursday

KING KONG

Roman de Fauvel

Sunday, October 24

French Street Comedy

Chopin Lives

Wednesday, December 8

by Robert Guralnik

Eastman Quartet

Saturday, February 5

pianist Frank Glazer

Prague Chamber Orchestra Monday, February 14
With Richter-Haaser

Mummenschanz

Wednesday, March 2

Swiss Comedians

Subscriptions- Same 0/o Discounts As Above
For Even Greater Discounts
Subscribe To Both Series

Life
With
Father
SUB Thentre

on the date?"
Royko sums it up a~ Kael and
several fellow critics never met a
"slob" in their life.
Royko looks at slobs, wimps,
pseudo-crooks, real crooks and the
working class rather than the man
who reads Playboy or the woman
who reads Cosmopolitan. Instead
he writes about weird spinster aunts
and offers such helpful New Year's
Eve advice as never drink from the
champagne bottle unless the hostess
does so first.
To be honest, the book was so
damned funny in places (pardon my
realism), I almost pissed in my
pants a couple of times.
Let's forget about bicentennial
themes, looking for goodbars or the
potential fact that Richard Nixon
was a lunatic in his last days as
president. Let's remember the swift
whac.k in the head for mouthing off
your father or every other kid that
had to wear hand-me-downs and
even remember flannel shirts with
noisy corduroy pants the first day
of school. Or maybe just remember
when you bought shoes to last
instead of in the latest mode of
fashion.
Royko remembers and perhaps
we should.

Lesley's moon SQth

Free Film

Sept. 2nd-Thursday
· . 8pm-1am

....

i'j

Wednesday

I0:30am-2:30pm

. ',

'I

~

/

DISCO-Bring your favorite
"Golden Oldies"

..,..,_...,

l

·'j

-··

&MORE
EVENTS:

Mike Royko/Mike Royko, Slats
Grobnik
and some other
:l friends/Popular Library $1.75 256
pages
.I
Review by Orlando Medina
:
Mike Royko is a newspaper
;.) columnist in Chicago and his last
IJ major novel was Boss. Not Boss in
!\ the old slang phrase meaning okay,
'' but one of the last "old school"
1
controllers of the political
machine-a story of Richard
• Daley, Chicago's mayor.
Royko is one of the Studs Terkel,
Jimmy Breslin category of writers.
They are to the writing world what
the Dutch genre painters were to the
field of painting.
;[

NED'S &

KR·KE
Radio

Ttuth from ChicQgo

I

I

I

il
I

For complete information pick up a
colorful booklet at our Box Office

Subscription Sale Ends Friday Sept.3
Telepbone 277a3121

~One
Came
Back
and
Two
Didn't
1l
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Sullivan's Return

!

By Marty Zimberoff
2o Therese
UNM's top female tennis player,
Sullivan, is back on the

semester to continue teaching tennis
and also resolve some personal and familyproblemslwashavmg."

A

Sullivan sa1d she was glad to be
back in school and that the UNM
women's tennis team looks "great"
th1syear.
Sullivan said, "We will make it a
goodyear."

>;;, courts and practicing hard despite
:;::: her earlier dec1sion to remam out of
school,
0
Sullivan said, "Duringthesummer
.~ I taught tennis at a tennis school in
til NewJersey.Atthattime,Idecidedto
:::>l stay out of sch_ool for only one

z~;~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Imperial Optical Co.

P::

298-2817

Suite 15
1704Moon NE

Daily Lobo

.. Spo_rts
"
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Golf Kings
Abdicate
By John Griego
Five-time New Mexico Amateur
Golf Champion Ray Cragun has
confirmed rumors that he has
defmitely qmt school and IS
planning to enter the world of
professional golf.
Cragun also said that former
teammate and stand-out golfer
Brad Bryant is already a
professional golfer or is in the
process of becoming a pro.
Cragun and Bryant both were
marned this past summer. Cragun
and his wife, Lisa, reside here,
while Bryant and his wife have
moved to Amarillo, Tex. and were
unavailable for comment.
Cragun said that he plans on
turning professional at either the
end of this year or the beginning of
next year.
"I have to work a little to
support my wife and also I have to
work on my golf game if I plan on

I
Ray Cragun

going pro," said Cragun when
asked why he decided to quit school
and not finish the final year and a
half he needed to graduate.
While he is biding his time
wa1ting to turn pro, Cragun 1s busy
working for Bernalillo County and
part-time at the UNM South Golf
Course.
Cragun said that to become a pro
all one has to do is pay the entry fee
for any particular tournament a
person wishes to compete in and go
from there.

Brad Bryant

LL PREVIE

But to get accepted into the
highly prestigious Pro Golfing Tour
the golfer has to finish in the top 20
in a field of more than 500 entrants,
said Cragun.
The top 20 finishers will then get
an Approved Players Card issued
by the tour which shows that the
holder has qualified for tour
competition. t:ragun srud if a golfer
doesn't qualify for the card it could
take as long as two years before the
golfer could "work his way onto
the tour."

Ned's

Olympic
Garnes
Sept. 2, 8-1
'
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Its not for just omyonc But 1f you care about your looks, we
thmk you'll flnd It's just (or you The $55 H:mcut Crea1cd by
)1m Markham for the top Hollywood Cdcbntics whose h.:nr he
cuts And now 1t's availublc to you R1ght here For" ~~hole lot
less th:m $5S Along w1th the products dcstgncr.l to enable your
1 h:ur to pcr(orm 1ts natural best Ull for an appomtmcm now
Th~ 55$ Haurut

ls avaU'Iblefora ~thole /osleJs at:

7804 Central SE

Get Your

\

Some of the more refined women on campus can be seen practicing
form of violence" on Tuesdays and Thursdays at Johnson Fields.

Ferns Add Cross-Country

255-0166

CONTACTS?

Bring your Rx, or JUst eome by, Wa also

clun

polish,

all solutions.

Casey Optical Co.
lNext door to Casey Reull Drug)

4312 Lomas at Washington
Phone 255-6329

Tickets Available After 10 PM
Day Of Show

' ~--------------------------

~Pledges

well. Assistant coach Tony
Sandoval feels, "they should be
going strong by the end of
September," which is just in lime
for their first major trial-the Lobo
Invitational.
The two coaches have set up the
new women's cross country
program in conjunction with the
women's mdoor and outdoor track
programs to help establish yearround training. Coach Sandoval
believes that the women should
"slowly get in shape," progress
steadily, yet not wear themselves
down to the point that they are
unable to compete at full potential
dunng the track season. Coach
Butler says one goal of the 1976

a

Ready For

cross-country campaign is to get
"people better prepared for the
track season."
But the btg goal for the initial
season appears to be, as Coach
Sandoval put it, "to begm a
tradition." The coaches feel that a
solid competitive cross-country
program will provide both the
cross-country and track teams of
the future with high-quality
competitors.
The fact that there are no juniors
or seniors on thi~ years' squad
provides the future with excellent
prospects and it is hoped that at
least part of the future is now.

RememberOnly Ned's
Has Ned

Greek Night
At Ned's

•

CLASSIFIED:
ADVERTISING
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SPEAK FRENCH I French native and experienced
teacher will help you express yourself in French,
informal teaching $10 per 2-hour lesson. Call
Viviane 255-2577. 9/7

ltllteo:l5uaC.por't¥onlporday,.dellar , .1
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NEED QUIET FEMALE to share nice house near
UNM, $60, 255·7700 after 5:00, 9/1

4.

FORSALE

J-'1~..- by •llll· C.:

.-'dvortJit.a, liNN .... 21,
~11'{110. N;M, 81Jn ..

PEUGEOT 10-speed 23" Now'I'ires, tubes & rims,
Excellent condition $125. Ask for Bill at Hippo
Ice Cream. 9/2
BICYCLES: LOWEST PRICES on High quality
bicycles. Some used, some on sale. R.C. Hallett's
843-9378. trn

'

I.

BELLY DANCING CLASSES. Free introductory
lessons, shake your life up, Rebekah 898-1965.
9/8

PERSONALS

MELIANE, RUGBY Calls Tues, and Thurs,
9/1

20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $60, 441 Wyoming
NE, 255-5987, 10/18

ing L.P. Goodbuy sell another record. 3701 Cen·
_t_ra_l_N_E_Incross from_Fat Humphrey's), tfn

LOOK. Color TV left for repair bill, Big screen,
assume payments of $7 per month, no interest,
255-7534. 917

NEED TUTOR FOR Math 181. Call 831·6366 for
details. Ask for Steve. 9/7

LEATHER CHAPS, Frye boots, both new condi·
tion. Call Terry 265·0538. 9/7

CONVICT IN FLORIDA Prison wishes to hear
from female correspondents, write Dawson
b.O Newton #030489, P.O. Box 717·54·0262, Starke,
1:1:1 !•'ln. 32091 "Old Unit." 917

STEREO DEPARTMENT. Closing all 1976 new
stereo equipment, Pio)1eer, Sansui receivers, Strack, reel to reels, CBs, etc, 40 to 50% off while
they last. 255-7535. 917

GYPSY CANDLE RESTAURAN1'. Home cook·
ing, European & seafood. Also vegetarian, ESP
entertainment, 299·0141. 9/7
ADULT BALLET, Jazz and modern dance classes
available. Five minutes from campus, Scholnr·
ships for boys nvui!ablc. Huyden School of Ballet,
4139 Prospect Street NE. 268-6561. 917

1974 SUPER BEETLE, only 13,500 miles, like
new, $2595. Drum set with cymbals, $165. 1944
D-18 Martin guitar, beautiful condition, $1000.
266-4567, 277-6404. 9/7
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THANKS to all my fellow UNM Students for help·
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WANTED: 2 CREATIVE DYNAMIC people to

ei~rn $3/hr for 10 hrs/wk job on campus. Must be

21, socially active, business-minded, Cull now:
Mr. Jeung 213·8661 ext. 302 and leave name. 9/2
THE BEST PRICED lunch in town: foot-long hot
dogs, 35¢, 11·3 Okies. 9130
THE MIME EXPERIMENT performing arts col·
lectivo offers fall workshop beginning September
11 in mime acting, creative dramatics, folk dance,
belly dance, juggling, beginning guitar, Call 8421080. 9/17
A;rTENTION: UNM BOOKSTORE Text Return
Policy: 1. Books must be in original condition. 2.
Book must be accompanied by cash receipt. 3, Student ID must be presented with return. 9/1
-

-

0

2.

LOST: IRISH WOLFHOUND puppy 5 112 mo. fe·
male, gray, 90#, Brindle, white chest blaze. Please
help, 344-6312. 9/1
FOUND: Your ID Frances Irene Sandoval.
Claim Rm 131 Marron Hall,. 9/8

SERVICES

CHILDJ\EN'S CREATIVE DANCE Classes by
Elizabeth Waters, assisted by Meredith Wake·
land, Registration Thursday September 2, 1976.
Heights Community Center, 823 Buena Vista SE.
~£.0·5:00 p.m•. 9/l__
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS.
I.owest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM.
Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
tfn
24-HOUR DRUG STORE-Community Drug.
5100 Indian School Rd. NE. Dennb S. Pena, RPh
IUNM 57)owner. 9/13
TAP/JAZZ CLASSES near UNM. Experienced
professional instruction 242·3422. 9/10
~- ---~

•--

7.

TRAVEL

Ride The

FLY •ro EUROPE, Asia, Africa inexpensively,
reliably. Eurail passes, etc. For further informn·
lion on budget ·travel contact Intercontinental
Travel Centre (107 Girard Blvd SE, Suite L)
255·6830. 9/8
CARPOOL-from Santa Fe to UNM, Mon,·Wed.
classes. Call Cam 982-0710. 9/1

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

TRADITIONAL 5·S'rRING, tenor banjo, Irish
fiddling, lessons. 836·1877. 9/3
WANTED TO BUY used clothing, import, vin·
tage, ethnic, 266-5275. 9/8

NECCHI ZIG ZAG. 1976 sewing machine makes
buttonholes, overcast, embroiders, blind hems
without attachments. $39 or payments of $9, no
interest, 255-7534. 917
KING·SIZED DOUBLE Bed. Moving, must sell.
Great shape $85, 268·3477. 9/1
1974 VJo;GA STATION Wagon 4·specd, excellent
condition. Must Sell. $1500. 256-7828. 9/3
..
HARLEY DAVIDSON SPORTSTER, lOOOcc, for
Sale, excellent condition. Only 15,000 miles,
XLCH Model, $1850 or best offer. Call 843·9347.
9/3
MEN'S NEW 26" Schwinn Suburban Bicycl,
$105 cash. 345-2125 between 9·1. 9/3
'72 128 FIAT, 4·dr Sedan. Best offer. 883-1293
after 5 p.m. 9/3
ROYAL ELECTRIC OFFICE Typewriter, rc·
conditioned, like new, $175, or trade for Smith·
Corona portable, 877-7611. 9/8

LOST & FOUND

A CASE OF MISTAKEN Book Bags: Will the
person who took a blue book bag from the UNM
bookstore shelf containing MS CIS #2, Xerox
A tltobiograph y of Shephard, CuenlosA mericanos,
notebooks and miscellany please return it to
Rodger Friedman, 266-3679. 9/7

3.

STUDY AID NEEDED for paralyzed student,
Tues & Thurs, 10a.m.-3p.m., Frl 1·3p.m., 2654291. 9/3

FAT

~~~~~~~--~~--~·-

1975 HONDA CB200 Motorcycle·70mpg, wind·
shield, saddlebags, mint condition, 5200 mi. 296·
4430. 9/8
HANGGLIDER 17 Ft Std, like new, $250, 296·
1964. 9/8

5.

HUMPHREY'S

25 -500/o off on selected
w and used equipment

FORRENT

FREE RENT, one or two students, in exchange
occasional dog-sitting. and fixing up old house for
working old gal writer. 255-1729 weekends,
evenings. 9/2

three days only
September 2, 3, & 4

ROOMMATE WANTED to share house, two bed·
rooms, two baths, fireplace, no utilities. $100 per
month. Call Michael247·1416. 9/1

.

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young in heart. Rents
start at $145, Large swimming pool. Efficiencies
& 1·bdrm avallable, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UN!\1, 1520 University NE.
243·2494. 9/8

6.

End of Summer Sale

v

J.'il

EMPLOYMENT

MOUNTAINSIDE YMCA is hiring college men &
women to work part time as counselor/coaches
w/elementary school aged children, in NE heights
outreach program. For personal interview contact
Rex SmJtO, 292-2298. Deadline: 9/13/76. 917

--L---~

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! ... 2G5·9860 or (30314496670. 9/7
BELLY DANCING CLASSES. $5 weekly at the
Blue Hareem 255-1967. 9/15
MOTHER TRUCKERS STUDENT moving and
hauling, dependable, reliable. Call mom at 299·
1501 evenings. 9/3
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fessional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn
EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Manuscripts, theses,
papers, etc. 50¢ double-spaced page. 2116·4256.
9/3
ACCURATE TYPIST:
etc. Call268-1285. 9/3

Essays,

manuscripts,

CAN'T CONCENTRATE? Energyless? Uptight?
Come Alive! Join new Genesis Growth Organit.a·
tion. Call 883-3911. 9/3
ACUPRESSURE STUDY, 3 months course, dis·
cussing and practicing mos~ popular cases,
Chinese Culture Center, 3015 Central NE, 2687023. 9/3

PART TIME WAITRESS Wanted from 11:00·
2:00. Apply in person at Deli Mart II, 5111 Menaul
NE. 9/8
·~~~~~~--~~-------

UNIQUE CAMPUS JOB pays $3/hr & expenses
for 10·12 hrs/wk. Good experience in public rein·
lions nnd promotional work. Business-oriented
people preferred. Call soon: Mr. Jeung, 243·8661
ext. 302,leave message, 9/2
WAITRESSES WANTED, apply in
Triangle Lounge, altcrnoon. 9/8

~@]~
2421 SAN .. EDRO, N.E.
AL.UQUitRQUE, NEW MEXICO 87110

person,

UNM STUDENTS. Excellent part·time income
organizing sample sales of very popular clothing
line for independent sales Rep. Clothing Exper·
ience necessary. 294·2101, 9-1 pm only, 9/9
FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY. Invest $10 &
make $3,000 in 2 weeks. Send to NM Publications.
P.O. Box 173, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103.
11/1

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employ·
ecs for day work. Also have positions for Friday
& Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No
phone calls please. Save Way Liquor Stores, 5704
Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE. 9/13

Call us at

266-1981

3624.Central SE
y'ust east of carlisle
210 Wyoming N .E.
5600 McCloud N.E.
Open weekends until 2:00 a.m.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

HOUSE PAINTING-interior, exterior, quali·
lied. Inexpensive, quick, evenings 898-0810, 917
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE, 265-0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms.
lOOk discount for students with ID. Quick service.
Used TVs for sale. 9/7

ASUNM
Teacher
Evaluation
Perspective 75-76
Students grading
teachers.. Yes!
At last you can
Know how your
Professor rates

O~ly75¢
Available at UNM

..

~

Gold Street Circus
Welcomes UNM Students
Students
To A Fall Album Sale
All $6.981ps Just $3 ..98
(Hurry While The Getting's Good}

Wind
And

Silver

For Your Body For Your Mind
Body Shop-Anabasis
Kama Sutra
Spiritual Sky

On Cenfral

Acros~

Paraphenalia
Incense

...

From UNM

Bookstore,SUB info
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